ALICE T. (THOBERG) BACON PAPERS – 0.5 LINEAR FEET

ABSTRACT

Alice Thoberg Bacon was the daughter of Eagle County pioneer, Peter Thoberg. Little is known of Alice’s personal history other than her interest in Eagle County history. In her own words: “Mrs. Alice Bacon, the second daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Thoberg, is very much interested in Eagle’s past, present, and future. She has spent a great deal of time working on the history of Eagle and Eagle County. She wrote an account of the history of the county for the Who’s Who in Colorado in 1938. The Young Citizen’s Leagues of the county were fortunate to have a person like Mrs. Bacon to go to for information on the county history.”

Bacon maintained letters and various writings from Eagle County residents in notebooks which were later donated to the Eagle County Historical Society in July of 2006.
**SCOPE & CONTENT**

This collection contains letters and writings from William Thom, editor of the Eagle Valley Enterprise at the time, and his research into the county’s history; letters to/from Henry Warren; writings of Alice Bacon on various topics of Eagle County history. The collection is dated 1921-1940.

*The items in this collection have been maintained in the order in which they were found (4-2016). To aid in the discovery process, copies of the notebooks and their contents can be found on the shelf in the Reference area of the EVLD Local History Department (978.844).*

**BOX  FD**

1  1  Notebook 1 – Letters, misc. Ephemera
2  1  Notebook 1 – Letters, misc. Ephemera
3  2  Notebook 1 – “Eagle County”, misc.
4  3  Notebook 1 – “Reminiscences of Old Timers, Ea. Co” section
5  4  Notebook 2 – “Eagle County” section
6  5  Notebook 2 – “Town of Eagle” section
7  6  Notebook 2 – Letters, etc. Items were previously handled and placed in page covers.

Status of provenance unknown.

Original binder from collection with name “Alice T. Bacon” monogrammed on cover.